Tenable Nessus Self-Help Onboarding Guide

Getting your Nessus implementation correct and up and running quickly is essential to your vulnerability management program. Below are links to video resources designed to guide you through the crucial steps for success with Nessus.

**Step 1 - What is Cyber Exposure?** [WATCH NOW](#)
Learn what Cyber Exposure is and how it differs from Vulnerability Assessment.

**Step 2 - The Cyber Exposure Lifecycle** [WATCH NOW](#)
Explore the Cyber Exposure Lifecycle and what portions of that lifecycle Nessus can help address.

**Step 3 - What are Vulnerabilities?** [WATCH NOW](#)
Vulnerabilities are defined and several common causes are presented.

**Step 4 - Tenable Nessus Capabilities** [WATCH NOW](#)
Take a deeper dive into Nessus and the capabilities it offers.

**Step 5 - Windows Installation** [WATCH NOW](#)
Learn how to install Nessus on a Windows host.

**Step 6 - Tenable Nessus Initial Configuration** [WATCH NOW](#)
Learn the basics for an initial configuration.

**Step 7 - Host Discovery** [WATCH NOW](#)
Create and launch a host discovery scan.

**Step 8 - Discovery Scan Analysis** [WATCH NOW](#)
Analyze the results from your Host Discovery scan.

**Step 9 - Credentialed Scans** [WATCH NOW](#)
Create and launch credentialed scans.

**Step 10 - Credentialed Scan Analysis** [WATCH NOW](#)
Analyze the results from your Credentialed scan.

To learn more about Tenable's educational and certification programs for our products, please visit [https://www.tenable.com/education](https://www.tenable.com/education). You can learn more about Tenable Professional Services at [https://www.tenable.com/services](https://www.tenable.com/services).